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Lessons learned on
licensing
presentations from
an on-campus
Student Research
Symposium
ALEXA S. HIGHT, SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION AND COPYRIGHT LIBRARIAN
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY-CORPUS CHRISTI
25 OCTOBER 2022

Texas A&M University-Corpus
Christi (TAMU-CC)
• R2 Carnegie Classification with 10,000 students
(8,000 undergrad, 2,000 grad)
• Hispanic Serving Institution: ~5,000 students
• No campus OA policy
• TAMU-CC Repository: Just over 30,000 items
• Areas of Success: ETDs, Research Centers,
Special Collections & Archives

Student
Research
Symposium
• Talks began somewhere around
Spring 2020
•Pilot Spring Student Research
Symposium occurred in April 2022
with College of Science and
Engineering, College of Education
and Human Development, and
College of Nursing and Health
Sciences

Library
involvement
Library approached to create and
publish Conference Proceedings
Library asked for copies of
presentations to include in
Institutional Repository as well

Licensing
Submission
Students submitted their works and agreed to
our traditional non-exclusive license, but we
added the option:
“Make my work available to TAMU-CC users only”

Licensing Issues
Faculty issues
❖ License and submission form omitted a “traditional copyright” option
❖Faculty mentors were not familiar with Creative Commons (CC) licenses

❖Faculty did not fully comprehend what would be openly available following the
symposium
Student issues
❖ Students were given the option of choosing traditional copyright or a CC license
and the choice to limit their works to TAMU-CC users only
❖ Some students chose a CC license but restricted to TAMU-CC users,
contradictory in terms of open!

“CC Stickers” by Kristina Alexanderson is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 2.0 International License

Lessons Learned
❖ Rather than let someone else create the submission form, try to make it yourself (or at least ask
to review before distribution)
❖ Don’t assume faculty know (to the full extent) what their student mentees will be submitting
❖ Don’t assume faculty or students fully understand Creative Commons licenses, or that they’ll
look it up or ask you if they’re not sure

❖ Make a clear distinction that students can choose a Creative Commons license, or they can
choose to limit their works to TAMU-CC users only, but choosing both is contradictory

Questions?
Alexa Hight
◦ Alexa.hight@tamucc.edu
◦ @LexieCorn12

https://tamucc-ir.tdl.org/
◦ https://tamucc-ir.tdl.org/handle/1969.6/90409

